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PREFACE

if indeed our examination of all these arts which we have been discussing brings us to
consider the community and kinship between them and if it shows in what way they are related to
one another, then I think the study of them does bring us a bit further on towards what we want,
and our labour is not in vain [ ]
Plato The Republic Book VII

The" want that Plato discusses is no less than the desire for a body of leaders whose knowledge
and ability to rule properly stem from a complete education For Plato, eOmprehensne education
includes the exposure to all of the arts - the disciplines that congregate in the academy These
disciplines include math and science, but they also involve music rhetonL, and the visual arts— the
imaginative disciplines

Plato's praise of education has been carried through the halls of colleges and universities by
students and teachers alike for over 2, 000 years And while educational paradigms have shifted
trom time to time, few people would disagree with Plato

idea that an education in the sciences

should be rounded out by an education in the arts It is this rounding effect to which Script speaks
Script, put together by the Tarrant County College South Campus English Department and the
South Campus chapter of Sigma Kappa Delta is a publication designed to share the creative

expressions of students who have chosen, in very special ways to show how they are completing,
in Plato's sense their own educations Script is a collection of student writing and art, it is a place
where students share their experiences in the imaginative disciplines while traveling the landscape
of the academy It is a collection that would, no doubt make Plato proud

Script could not be published without the efforts of three most extraordinary individuals in the
English Department Rebekah Clmkscale, Lindsey Davis, and Dr Iris Harvey All work selflessly
on behalf of the students of South Campus, volunteering hours of their very valuable time to put
this together in a meaningful way Thanks to them, the students whose work appears in these pages
will forever live on this campus

Sandi]

Hubnik, PhD

Chair, Department of English

Tarrant County College South Campus

TAARANT COUNN COLLEGE SOUTH CAMPUS
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Waterfall
MATILDE PATINO ARREGUIN

The Ideology of Man
BY LILLIAN WALSTROM

eV

there was this bov named gabriel
and he was only five, but he was special
and he knew it.
s

he was supposed to be an angel

a

but he couldn't get off the ground.
he used to pick the wings off butterflies

and rub their magic dust on his arms.

j

then later he would cry

t

y

because the butterflies were dead
but
e

he wasn't any closer to heaven.
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Legions
CAROLE DAY
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creative Process
MATILDE RATINO ARREGUIN
r?

Awake, I was sitting in a genuine wood chair. My corporal posture

tor.

can easily falsify the contorted shape of its wood structure,

clinging to the idea of becoming a part of my body. I found its

46

s

grooves engraved in my arms which look typical of an old
cathedral. Another week and they will be indelible. My heart

h

r.

t_

cannot release the letters that keep me tied to the chair. I am

entranced by the magnificent work of an author who wanders in

my head, looking for a window which could offer light to reimagine:

I
er

G-.

The Wood Spirit
LILLIAN WALSTROM
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puberty and futility

r F

LILLIAN WALSTROM
S

y

once upon a time,
she read stories of kids

shooting up heroin and going star-gazing
in back alleys that stank of piss and poverty.
as a girl growing up in the pretense of possibility,
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the contemporary fairytale is this:
her, sitting on the fire escape,
skin sugar-frosted with tears

11
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waiting to be stolen.

I

I, 1

11

she wears her pain like so much gilded jewelry,
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the fairytale is him,

two towers up,
pockets full of pills for problems with names

too long to remember.

i

i

from self-inflicted ambuscades.

gazing at nothing on a sun- soaked horizon,

t

1111

and marked purple

d11t

1

rt

an evening in mid- august,
cicadas play violins with strings spread too taut.
he hears her tears on the wind
and clambers down the ladder,

careful not to drop his pilfered wine.

A
1411,

A
0 11 (

0

1(

the spiraling smoke of her cigarette burns hot in their nostrils

-

I 11,

as he whispers his hello.

i'm going to jump.

l

that will teach them;'

she says, like a greeting but not.

he takes a noisy swig from the bottle,
a trickle of crimson dripping from his chin.
his lips part from the glass with a smack,
and he passes it to her.

The unconscious
LILLIAN WALSTROM

6
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she downs the fire in greedy gulps
with a smoldering thirst for rebellion.
too cliched," he replies; swinging long legs over the metal
to sit beside her.

can't teach anybody a lesson with such
a predictable ending.
r.

she wipes away her tears to glare with eyes

g

red, like hard candy.
you don't know anything:'
VI

1

his smile is patronizing

when he pries the bottle from her sweating fingertips.

gis

y
o

and

ij

s

without preamble

he sends it hurtling toward the cement
below.

y

it smashes with pathetic ease,

l

copper liquid splattering across the dumpster
and oozing toward the ground
in a watery trickle.

z

the cicadas pause in their song
to watch in quiet amusement

as the girl's angry eyes widen
into Os of shock.

she sniffles once more

and the boy stands
and then, with a mock salute,

climbs back up toward his room.

Into the light
this is how a contemporary fairytale begins.

CAROLE DAY

two teenagers,

naive enough to think

that romeo acid Juliet

is a love story.

8
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narrator's

Different Coping Mechanisms

growth and

his

attempt

to

free

himself from his internal prison, beginning

ELIZABETH SUAREZ BE LA CRUZ

with when he grapples with the thought that
The narrator does not leave much to

everyone probably has a sad story to tell The

drugs, alcohol, food, gambling power, and

his reader s imagination It is what it is a prison

certain people at bay However with the death

sex to list a few However what happens when

state of mind

people are born into circumstances beyond

the narrator starts " Sonny's Blues" showcases

their control? After all, who gets to choose what

the narrator's inability to cope with his internal
conflict and his brothers drug problem In

way the narrator reacts when he is forced to
deal with Sonny's old friend, who comes to
discuss the news regarding Sonny shows the
effect of living in his prison and the depth of
his internal wounds The narrator states with

able to contain hiN thoughts and emotions, he

The world is full of people with addictions

family they are born into or what neighborhood

dealers

Second

the manner in which

of his daughter, the narrator's grief and pain are
so profound that he again is forced to deal with

issues he had so long tried to suffocate No longer

they grow up in? Throughout our lives, we
may find ourselves surrounded by a variety of

his isolation he states, " I read about it in the

indignation, But now, abruptly, I hated him

remembers Sonny who is in prison, thereby, the

I

narrator makes a personal connection between

people

couldn t believe it

it anywhere inside me I had kept it outside me

Sonnys heroin using friend] I couldn't stand
the way he looked at me, partly like a dog, partly
like a cunning child" ( 288) In a blazing fury,

influenced by environmental factors Through

for a longtime I hadr t wanted to know I had

the narrator releases the impending emotional

Sonny's pain and emotional suffering

his dynamic characterization of the narrator

had suspicions, but I didnt name them, I kept

when he experiences a flashback from when

in

circumstances

and

situations

that

involve some form of addiction, a struggle often

paper, in the subway, on my way to work

I couldn't find any room for

Sonny's addiction and his own problems and
needs

The narrator connects his pain with

in " Sonnys Blues, James Baldwin masterfully

putting them away ( 287) In a desperate fight

trauma he has struggled to bury The narrator is
surrounded on a daily basis by crime violence,

articulates how the environment that one grows

to survive in Harlem, the narrator creates self-

poverty, and drugs The tone of the narrator

his mother revealed a long held, dark family

imposed internal walls all around him, his own

reflects that, to a degree, he despises people who

solitary confinement Baldwin demonstrates
in order to survive and to keep his family safe,

have succumbed to the environment inwardly
looking at them like animals The narrator in

secret his father helplessly watched Sonnys
uncle get killed by a carful of drunk white men

the narrator has to keep certain people and
their problems out of his world, including his

his anger and arrogance answers Sonnys friend

his mothers words " I'm telling you this because

Then

you got a brother And the world ain't changed

supposed that the poor bastard had a story ofhis

You may not be able to stop nothing from
happening But you got to let him know yous

own, much less a sad one" ( 289) The narrator,

there" ( 296)

who up until this point is able to seclude himself

he] had

from those around him, finds himself on a path

his mother he ` won't let nothing happen to
Sonny it is not until Gracies death that he

of discovery By acknowledging that Sonny's
friend has a story, the narrator shows some

comes to terms with pain so real he truly sees
that he is not the only one suffering and in

internal growth in his consideration of what

need of help and support He realizes everyone

theirphysical mental and emotional poverty A

been picked up for peddling and using heroin"
and here I was, talking about algebra" ( 287)
Baldwin skillfully underscores the narrators
reaction to the breaking news of his brother's

others have struggled to survive

suffers and he has been surrounded by pain all

place where no one seemed to care In so many

arrest when he chooses to go to work as usual

up in can have the ability to destroy or redeem a
person physically and emotionally
The

narrators

physical

and

emotional

detachment from his brother Sonny and his
surroundings are dramatically evident in the
way he learns of his brothers arrest and how
he chooses to deal with the crisis

First, the

narrator's description of the setting, Harlem in
the 1950s, is deeply rooted in the cultural climate
of the time and his familys life in general

Harlem represents life in the ghetto, a group of

people living in impoverished and inhumane
circumstances where people were trapped in

brother In the process, the narrator becomes

numb cold, and callous to his only living
blood sibling So isolated and frozen in time is
the narrator that he finally acknowledges " He
[ Sonny] became real to me again

[

ways their issues are neatly tucked away across

Baldwin helps his readers grasp the depth of the

the tracks in someone elses neighborhood, far

narrators isolation as he tries to shut out the

away from mainstream society who prefers to
ignore such facts as the playgrounds full of drug
10

narrators course of self-discovery continues as
his grief becomes unbearable Up to this point
in the narrators life, he had been able to keep
some type of control over his life by keeping

Baldwin gives his readers a glimpse of the
A JOURNAL OF LITERATURE AND ART

who" lust wanted to scare him ( 295) He recalls

Although the narrator reassures

However, the narrator's internal growth does

his life He comes to experience and understand

not show much further progress until the death

what it means to suffer in pain and misery

of his daughter He says,
Grace was buried

misery of living in Harlem

SCRIPT

with, " Look dont tell me your story,
I felt guilty—guilty, probably for never having

The narrators further progress is evident

the very day little

alone without emotional support and strength

I suddenly thought of

This situation starts the narrator on an internal

Sonny My trouble made his real" ( 301) The

fight to break free from his typical approach of

TARRANT COUNTY COLLEGE SOUTH CAMPUS

all around us and I understood, at last, that he

of their addiction or addictions, is to see the

resiliency of the human spirit even in the

could help us to be free if we would listen, that

persons ultimate potential The figurative heart

darkest of environments

is when he actually listens to Sonnys personal

he would never be free until we did

has so many facets, how can a person possibly

struggle with an open mind and heart Sonny

what he had gone through" ( 307) The narrator

know

has a dire need deep within his soul to release

finally understands Sonny's need, through his

endured during their lifetime? Baldwin helps

the years of silence as he tells his brother,

raw style of blues, to have his voice heard He

his readers to understand that different people

Everybody tries not to[ suffer] You' rejusthung

releases his fiery demons that resonate from

have different coping mechanisms and with

Baldwin ) arnes " Sonnys Blues" LitewtureforLife Eds x

up on the way some people try—it's not your

his birth, to the aches and pains of his brothers

that comes the responsibility and accountability

I Kennedy Dana Gioia and Nina Revoyr New York

for ones actions

Pearson 2013 287 308 Print

numbing rather than coping
The climax of the narrators transformation

The narrator acknowledges " the

and sisters, down to the last sweat and tear of

fact that I had held silence- so long?—when he

his forefathers Sonny plays for his audience

had needed human speech to help him' ( 303)

and articulates his struggle and their struggle,

way?

( 304)

He takes accountability for failing Sonny by not
acknowledging his struggle He failed to keep

`[ f]or while the tale of how we suffer, and how

his word and promise to his mother He realizes

never new, it always must be heard" ( 307) The

that he had failed in this important relationship

nightclub scene allows the narrator to make an

partly due to his survival strategy of being

emotional connection with his internal turmoil,

self-centered and judgmental He realizes that

Sonnys loneliness and torment, and the people

Sonny not only has a voice but has pain and
The

living in Harlem The narrators transformation
is the reality that in his struggle he has never

narrator's walls have crumbled He is coming

been alone, he allowed fear and judgments to

to terms with the damaging effect he has had

cast him into a prison state of mind He finally

on his brother The narrator now can better

realizes Sonny had coped with the darkness

understand why Sonny has an addiction and
wants to learn more about Sonny To see the
blood tears and pain of people who live in the

not only through his addiction, but also by
articulating his struggle through his music
Through watching Sonny play the blues, the

ghetto is to see only the surface Words cannot

narrator finally breaks free from the cast iron

begin to explain to an outsider what it really is

bars between his mind and heart He realizes

like to live in that environment, to breathe the

what has been missing from his life and that
he must stop judging his brother and learn to
communicate with his brother by truly listening

struggles that must be communicated

air, the stench of being locked inside ones skin,
unable to see the light for all the darkness that

drowns nearly every hope and desire
The

narrators

transformation

culminates

when he observes Sonny playing in the

P

what

others

have

experienced

and

Baldwin demonstrates the

WORK CITED

we are delighted and how we may triumph is

Without listening to Sonny play the blues, the
narrator would have probably not experienced

any lasting emotional and spiritual growth

nightclub scene He acknowledges, " Sonny's

Baldwin eloquently conveys that to see

fingers filled the air with life, his life But that life

beyond the mere surface of a person's mistakes

Freedom lurked

and circumstance, in spite of the manifestation

contained so many others
12
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Autumn in springtime
BY LILLIAN WALSTROM

He

remembered when

he first

met

her.

They were twelve years old and she smelled

Right before the end of middle school, Robyn

like autumn even though it was spring.

was kidnapped. Just snatched right up while

Crushed leaves beneath boots when trees were

walking home from school one day.
He accepted it silently. He isolated himself

blossoming tiny fruits. Goose pimples puckered
on his skin and his palms began to sweat.

But Minch was shy. It took Mm weeks before
he managed to dredge up the smallest amount
of courage to say hello. And when he did, she
greeted him with an eye- crinkling smile and
said, " Hi. I' m

Robyn:'

Her hair was in

red

until he was an incredibly lonely boy. So
lonely it felt like there was a ghost inside of
him, breathing for him, and all it breathed was
longing. Paranoia was a parasite feeding off of
his misery, touching his lungs with cellophane
fingers, impregnating them with anxiety.

braided pigtails, freckles bridging her nose. She

Despite it, he continued to walk home from

was the kind of girl that when she talked she

school, but he gave nervous glances over his

moved her hands a lot. Wide arching circles and
sweeping gestures. She had a charming giggle

shoulders, watching shadows and jumping at

that ended her sentences. She was beautiful and

and stare at the " LOST DOG" flyers posted

he loved everything about her.

around town. He lost himself longer in the

I kind of like you, Robyn,' he said.
I kind of like you too, Mitch;' she said, still

grinning and laughing, and it was good.

anything that moved. Sometimes hed just stop

FOUND DOG" flyers posted over them. If

they could find a tiny mutt, why couldn' t they
find Robyn?
He made " LOST GIRL' posters, illustrated

After half a year had passed, he took Robyn

with bones and paw prints. He posted them

on their last date. They went to his older
cousins house and watched The Wizard of Oz
on his wide- screen television. They sat silently,

beside the photos of beagles and shih- tzus until

fingers entangled and dampened with the sweat

of nervous pre-pubescent dating, and then

waiting for him just inside the front door,
having received a call from the neighbors about

she kissed him, brief and hard and sloppy, as

the flyers.

children often think to do.

Bored
14
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That's very insensitive, Mitch. Her parents

are still mourning," he said, and sent Mitch back

floating on a cloud of shy, giddy thoughts, he

out to rip all of them down.
Mitch tore down each and every piece of

Robyn broke up with him.
SCRIPT

blisters on the pads of his feet. His father was

When Robyn was gone and Mitch got home,

got a phone call.

CASEY BAUGHMAN

it was dark outside and his shoes had rubbed
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paper, even those that weren't his, pulping
15

out the staples left behind until beneath his

Robyn showed up in a national park two cities

she's gone. She's gone. This Robyn eats and

goose pimples and his palms don't dampen and

fingernails was torn and bloody. Then he sat
down and sobbed, letting the blood and tears

away lying underneath a wooden bench, naked

drinks and smiles and talks but she doesn't do

the air swirls with the smell of floral perfume

stain his flesh an exquisite shade of grief.

it right. Everything is off and it's wrong and

instead of autumn in spring and everything is

her skin and bones like a barbellate web. But she

he still commemorates the anniversary of her

wrong wrong wrong.

aside from the grime permanently woven into
was alive. Her parents picked her up at a local

A year later he celebrated the anniversary of
Robyn's disappearance by staying up all night
watching the news with a root beer. A fitting
storm raged outside, and at four am the power

went out. Mitch hobbled to the garage to find

his old yearbooks, and fell asleep with his face
pressed into her photo.

disappearance because she hasn't come back yet.

And suddenly Mitch realizes that Robyn's eyes

police station. Her head was bald and her eyes

Fourteen months after her return, she walks

aren't hollow holes and her smile isn't empty.

were sunken into their sockets like they couldn't
take the weight of her tears. She was missing all

up to him. Lt's tentative and she's slow to smile,

It's him. It's him and he's trying to breathe

but she does so as she always did around him.

underwater in a pool of springtime without

the teeth in the left side of her mouth, leaving
one cheek hollowed and empty. But she was
She wasn't Robyn anymore; Mitch could tell
as soon as she came back to school after four

the toe of his boot, Mitch went straight for the

months of therapy. He had aged like any fifteenyear- old boy. His voice had changed as well as a

The answering machine picked up. Mitch

few physical attributes. But Robyn... shelooked

listened to the sound of Robyn's parents' tired

like the same thirteen- year- old girl but with the

voices prompting him to leave a message-- when

shadows of a rotting corpse beneath her child's

a year ago Robyn's voice had been there with

Flesh.

them-- until the tone, when he hung up.

She was never alone. She always had some

He sunk to the floor and thought about her,

form of babysitter, even when she went to the

as he often did. He wondered if she was dead,

bathroom, by her mother's orders. And that

or if she was still out there suffering. Maybe she

seemed to be what scared her the most. lhis girl

had just been tired of it all and ran away, leaving
them all to think she was dead. Did she think

was haunted by shadows constantly lingering
over her skeletal form, leaving her twitchy and

about her parents? Did she ever think about

burdened by flickers of her past.

Mitch, the boy she kissed during The Wizard of

Mitch

couldn't

blame

them.

He

always

Oz who had once told her he kind of liked her?

watched her, himself. And sometimes she would

This was fate, right Robyn?" he talked to

even watch back, but her eyes never recognized

himself as he sat, curled up in the darkness of

autumn and they' re growing up.

H- Hi;' he says, but his pores don't rise into

alive.

When his father nudged him awake with
phone and dialed Robyns old number.

Hi, Mitch.'

him. He was just another glancing ghost.

the family room. The shadows beneath his eyes
were death and guilt and sometimes he could

Mitch is sixteen. He's decided that the Robyn

still feel the biting metal of the staples beneath

he kissed in his cousin's basement has run away,

his fingernails and he relished in it.

leaving behind this withered wraith in her

place. He still watches her sometimes, checking
When Mitch was a sophomore in high school,
16

for some sort of vestige of the old Robyn. But
SCRIPT
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Bitter Is the Glorious Death
BY BAO- ANH PHAN

Since ancient times, when war befell nations,

beggars under sacks"( 1), which reveals that they

men were encouraged to enlist and fight for

are exhausted and worn as if carrying a great

their homeland. Propaganda was used to help

weight; they are also described as " march[ ing]
asleep" and "[ a] II went lame" ( 5, 6). So great

encourage those who hesitated to participate in
battle. `the Latin phrase, " Dulce et decortnn est

is their exhaustion, that the speaker says they

pro patria mori," a tine from the famous Roman

are "[ d] runk with fatigue" and they ignore

lyrical poet Horace's work, Odes, is translated

the danger of the sounds "[ o] f disappointed

as " It is sweet and proper to die for your

shells [ or gunfire] .."

country." This phrase is used in the last stanza

speaker's tone is weary and tired, which causes

and the title of Wilfred Owens poem, " Dicke

et

Decorum

Est"

However, when

examined

alongside the poem' s contents, which condemn

the audience to sympathize with the soldiers.

'

Ihe stanza makes the reader aware that being
on the battlefield certainly doesn't make one feel

and criticize the phrase, it is dear that the usage

heroic; rather, it is grueling and ugly. It contrasts

of the line communicates irony. The message
towards the end of the poem directly addresses
and chastises the audience. It argues that dying

against the idealized image of stalwart, youthful

for one's country is not as glorious as most
propagandists present it to be; consequently, the

becomes frantic with the words " Gas! GAS!

saying itself is a " lie" ( line 27). During World

gas

War 1, Owen enlisted and experienced the true

exclamation

horrors of war first- hand, including the tragic
deaths of many fellow soldiers. His familiarity

words are written as if the speaker is actually

with the suffering caused by war is presented

As the men undergo a gas attack from their

by the speaker; he most likely witnessed events

enemies, the tone is now panicked in "[ a] n

such as gas attacks, dying soldiers, and relived

ecstasy of fumbling" ( 10). The pairing of the
words" ecstasy" and" fumbling" creates a feeling

it in his nightmares, just as he describes in his

warriors.

Suddenly, in the second stanza, the tone
Quick, boys!" (
attack

9).

Owen is now detailing a

experience
marks

in

and

the

trenches.

arrangement

of

the
the

crying out to alert everyone of the danger.

of fevered intensity and helplessness.

poem.

When

the

it seems as if all the men have gotten their

speaker describing the exhaustion and fifth he

gas masks on ` just in time' ( 10), the panic is

and his fellow soldiers are experiencing as they

dispelled; however, it is then revealed that one

walk through the trenches. He uses similes,

person has not succeeded and is"[_.

Untitled

tone, and imagery to paint the scene for the

and stumbling/ [ a] nd floundering like a man in

VICTORIA PATfNO APPEGUIN

audience. the men are "[ b] ent double, like old

fire or lime.." ( 11- 12).' the speaker says he feels

Didce et Decorum

18

behind them ( 7, 8). The
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r

helpless as he watches the man die through the

he lived he cant forget the horrible death his

lenses of his gas mask Dim through the misty

fellow soldier had in the chlorine gas at all The

panes and thick green light/ As under a green

descriptions make the audience cringe because

sea I saw him drowning ( 13 14) It looks like

the death sounds so painful It makes people

a green sea because chlorine gas is green and

question ifdying for their country is truly worth

inhaling the fumes destroys the lungs as a result

it

the man dies from suffocation as fluid forms
in his lungs and drowns

him like a sea The

extremes of war have been clearly established—
the fatigue in stanza one and the helpless chaos

in stanza two—and neither appears to be sweet

In

the

third

stanza

the

speaker

still

remembers the sight of the dying soldier But
now the poem has changed to something more
personal No longer is the poem isolated in the

form of plural first person with its speakers

audience

and

Owen

is

obvious

The

tone

changes from being fatigued in the first stanza
from being panicked in the second and third
stanzas to being criticizing and bitter He
you

in If in some smothering dreams you too could
pace/ Behind the wagon we flung him in ( 17)
Owen then invites the audience further in by
using sensory imagery to describe the dead
mans grotesque face The way he describes his

face is graphic and disgusting The audience

first person The speaker finally refers to himself

doesnt want to view it but he forces them to

saying I in As under a green sea I saw him

Look at what war has done look at what it has

drowning ( 14) The audience is reminded that

done to his facet He shows them the [ ]

the speaker is real the speaker is Owen who

eyes writhing in his face / His hanging face like

actually did witness these horrors Therefore it

a devils sick of sin ( 19 20) Owen depicts for

forces the audience to acknowledge that these

horrific events are truly happening to the men

his audience the sounds of the gargling blood
coming from the mans lips calling it [ o] bscene

at the battlefront Owen breaks from his original

as cancer bitter as the cud ( 22 23) The words
obscene

and

bitter

at me guttering choking drowning ( 1:) 16)
The poet is haunted by nightmares he hears the

bitter If they could see smell or hear what the
speaker himself can never forget they would
see that dying for their country isn t as glorious

to the front one week before World War I ended

But today Wilfred Owen is recognized as the

glory

I

greatest English language poet of the War and

his words live on as a haunting unshakeable

Pro patria mors ( 25 28)
He

condemns

the

use

of

encourage children to enlist

propaganda

to

If the audience

depiction of the realities of war far removed
from what is sweet or proper

knew the true nature of war then they wouldn t
be so quick and enthusiastic to lie to unwitting

men or children about dying for their country
The audience finishes the poem realizing the
extreme disconnect between the propaganda
and the real experiences of soldiers

Owens

poem reveals the true nature of the experiences
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of men on the battlefield there is no glory or

is telling the audience that war is detestable and

repetition of the word drowning illustrates
just how traumatizing the experience was for

as they have been taught to believe The last fex

both the speaker and the poet

summing up the reason of the poem Owen

Even though

himself tragically died in battle after returning

To children ardent for some desperate

refer to more than the

blood they are also talking about the war He

The

such high zest

white

vulnerability are exposed He says In all my
dreams before my helpless sight / He plunges

fallen soldiers death rattle or guttering

2O

In the last stanza the tension between the

point of view Now it has switched to singular

mindset of objectivity and his feelings and

its message was further proven when the poet

My friend you would not tell with

The old Lie Dulce et decorum est

addresses the reader as he uses the word

or proper

dignity in dying for ones country Ironically

says

lines chastise and provoke guilt in the audience
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Breakthrough
BY PAM JAMES

i

Ernest Hemingway theorizes that by
explicitly writing all the details of one's

However, the symbolism of the white elephant

experiences or perceptions, the author deprives

and external conflicts regarding whether she

the reader of an intimate connection with the

must agree to the surgical procedure. Given

story, its characters, and theme. According

these points, the surface of the story's iceberg

to Hemingway, the part of the story that

requires an understanding of the historical and

does not show is like the depth of an iceberg.
Ihe superficial view of an iceberg pales in

contemporary views of the white elephant.

comparison

elephant

to

the breadth

and magnitude

offers the

reader insight

into her

internal

According to Asian legend, the rare white
represented

purity,

wisdom,

and

y-'

Likewise,

prosperity to its owner. Unfortunately, the

the breadth of an iceberg is like the heart of a

sticker price for the coveted beast required

of what lies beneath

22

the surface.

compelling story. This literary dance between

much of the owner's time and money. To rid

the author and the elements of his/ her work

oneself of the inconvenience was an attractive

invites a pleasant( sometimes intense) exchange

option. In today's culture, the white elephant

of emotions, curiosity, and the reader's own

gift exchange consists of disposable items of

perception of its context. For this reason, he

little value. With this in mind, Hemingway

refers to this principle as the Iceberg Principle or

crafts an effective blend of both concepts to

Theory. Hemingway illustrates the effectiveness

illustrate the emotional conflict between the

of this principle in his literary work of art,

two

main

characters.

The couple

envisions

Hills Like White Elephants;' in which he offers

the emotional and practical intrusion a child

intricate layers of metaphors that collectively

potentially presents. The American proclaims

provide the reader insight regarding human life

the untimely gift as ". . .

and moral compromise in what continues to be

bothers us." The symbolic white elephant, in all

one of society's most controversial social issues.

of its innocence, becomes the reminder of what

the only thing that

Throughout his piece; the author skillfully

they will lose and sacrifice -- freedom with no

Sunshine

places the legend of the white elephant as an

liabilities. The American favors the " perfectly

KHAWLA ALHWAIL

underlying metaphor. in addition, he devises

simple' procedure. Nevertheless, they are aware

clever historical analogies to guide his reader

that once they remove it, they cannot " get it

to
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characters'

back" They are the reluctant recipients of the

decision and outcome. jig looks beyond the

white elephant, but Jig alone bears the burden

barren land to the white hills and proclaims,

of the ultimate exchange. Given these points,

They look like white elephants." Upon first

Hemingway strengthens the iceberg with his

glance, her comment seems inconsequential.

cunning use of the bead curtain. Like the white

compare

and

contrast

TARRANT COUNTYCOLLEGE SOUTH CAMPUS
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i

i
elephant the history of the bead curtain is

course If she permits, the pressure disrupts the

a course that may potentially offer despair and

to

essential in order to deepen one's understanding

strings, and the drifters carry on "[)

lust like

regret The ` shadow of a cloud drifts across the

my own conclusion, and respond in kind By

of Jigs innermost conflict to either keep her

we were before

The white elephant gift is no

fertile ground as it carries a promise of renewal

this, he allows me the grace to store it in my

child or succumb to the whims of her carefree

longer theirs

and growth The Ebro River is the source for all

conscious reserve or heighten my thoughts ofits
societal impact Either way, I descend, explore,

lover

therefore, I draw

The author also depicts the bead curtain

civilization and feeds all that is rich and fertile

In the 1960s the origin of the bead curtain

as a concrete and figurative opening between

It is life's bloodline Without it life ceases to

and emerge with all of the facets of his artistry

legend began in Southeast Asia Many believed
that bypassing through it one would experience
a sense of calm The beads were independently

the barren and fertile land along the Ebro He

exist

As he takes me beyond the mountains

affixed to cords/ strings to keep them secure

effectively creates a symbolic crossroad for two

like

Hemingways use of his Iceberg Principle
commands my discipline to search for the

white elephants" and the soulful reach towards

and dry landscape It is noteworthy that the
American drifter avoids the curtain's entry that
leads to the fertile side of the valley He speaks

unsaid As I read, I cautiously ignore my own

breakthrough

storms and to keep out flies' The curtain was

through the curtain;' ` into the curtain, and

also a practical way to divide a room Skilled

bypasses the curtain It is equally important

bergy bits of insightful imagery and encounters
the literary elements from all sides I dive deeply

crafters

with

to note that when he eventually carries the

alongside the underbelly of his theme and allow

partial images, however, when they hung, they

bags " to the other tracks, he embarks on the

his subtle undercurrents to steer me far beyond

without Women Harmondsworth England penguin

collectively formed a complete image

fertile side, and "[ s] he smile[ s] at him

the storys surface He is deliberate as he alludes

1972 51+

Aside from its cosmetic appeal, it was a necessity
in tropical climates to protect a room from dust

painted

the

individual

beads

travelers whose lives rival that of the " brown

Then

Hemingway integrates the curtains location,

he returns to her after he passes through the

history, and functional features to establish the

barrier to the fertile ground that flourishes with

symbolic intimacy of Jig and the American He

life and endless possibilities At this moment,

also illustrates a division between the couple

he is no longer a violator to her sanctuary,

in their decision to keep their unborn For

but a benefactor The white elephant, with its

example, like the curtain, a woman's barrier

inconveniences

womb) offers protection for her child It guards
what is pure and innocent At the same time, it

frustrations

and

with his use of refined spatial elements These

mother and father are independent of one

elements add harmony, clarity, and wholeness to
his story In particular, he positions the station

irreversible unless, of course, it becomes the
of "

an awfully simple operation"

my own perceptions He successfully sprinkles
WORK CITED

Hemingway Ernest " Hills Like White Elephants" Men

LuFmder Web 8 Apr 2013

Hemingway encourages his audience to

experience the depth and breadth of the iceberg

mark

experiences to explore the untapped waters of

sleepless

Her cord is the lifeline to her unborn Although

thread that collectively forms a third image—
their baby This connection is whole and

the bead curtain, I experience my conscious

nights, becomes a priceless gift

wards off that which is harmful or unpleasant

another, the " two strings" provide a common

24

the simple operation',

between the rads that are moving in opposite
directions This becomes the symbolic sense of

purpose the main characters must eventually
address

The

train

tracks divide ` fields

of

For now, the American is the unsteady thread

grain and trees" from the lifeless countryside

shifting in the wind He entices her to allow the

Here, they must wrestle with the challenge of

intrusion of" the air" to drag and take its natural

discerning what is fruitful and productive from
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Vladimir the Wolf
BY MEGAN WILSHIRE

there lie the vast, snow- laden plains of Siberia.

unhappy. What can I do?" Anya was much too
busy with her breakfast to think very hard on
the question, so she answered quickly. " Why

IR is a frigidplace where only the stoutest

dont you take a swim in the river? That always

creatures dare to live in the icy pine forests and

makes me happy." Vladimir liked the idea, and

barren waste fraught with blizzards. Here, in

he quickly jumped into the river. He kicked

this empty expanse of wild land, lived a small

his paws furiously trying to stay afloat, but

community of woodland animals: Filippa the

Vladimir was a wolf and not made to swim in

Fox, Boris the Badger, Sergei the Squirrel, Anya

the cold river water. He snuggled back to shore

the Otter, and Vladimir the Wolf' Ihe group was

and shook himself free of the clinging drops,
shivering as Anya chortled from her place in

Across the sparkling Atlantic Ocean, past the
rrolling hills and jagged mountains of Europe,

an odd mix, but they were friends all, content
to stay together through the long winters and
short summers. All save Vladimir, who was

i

very unhappy.

y,

The Zebra
CLARISSA RIOS- RODRIGUEZ
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the river.

Even more depressed, Vladimir went to Boris

as he was cleaning out his den that was dug into

One chilly fall morning, Vladimir woke in

the ground. " Boris, I'm lonely and unhappy.

his usual loneliness and decided to ask his

What can ldo?" Boris was much too busyto care

companions what to do. First, he went to Sergei,

in the least about the question, so he answered

who was scampering through the trees in search
of his cache of nuts. " Sergei, I' m lonely and
unhappy. What can I do?" Sergei was much too

quickly. "Why don't you try digging a nice, big
hole in the dirt? That always makes me happy."
Tentatively, Vladimir clawed at the ground by

bus Y to think ver Y hard about the q
question, so he

his feet and was surprised
he could indeed di g
P

answered quickly. "Why don't you try climbing

Faster and faster he clawed, but the ground was

trees like me? That always makes me happy."

frozen underneath, and he could not go further.

Vladimir was very excited and immediately

Vladimir was a wolf and was not designed to

wanted to try the idea. He found a tall pine
and rocked back on his hind paws, jumping as

dig in the earth. He howled in pain as a claw

high as he could to reach the lowest branch, but

laugh loudly as he waddled back inside the den.

broke against the hard ground, making Boris

Vladimir was a wolf and was not build to climb

Vladimir was heartbroken and wandered off

trees. He fell in a heap on the ground, and Sergei
chittered with laughter as he went on his way.

alone into the tress where Filippa found him

Disheartened, Vladimir went to Anya, who

you want to be happy, why don't you try being

was floating in the nearly frozen river cracking

a wolf? No, they cannot swim or climb trees or

shellfish for her breakfast." Anya, I' m lonely and

dig in the ground, but they are great hunters

TARRANT COUNTY COLLEGE SOUTH CAMPUS

curled into a ball of mangy fur. " Vladimir, if
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and trackers" Vladimir was so disappointed by
his first three attempts that he waited until very
late to try Filippa's idea. Night had fallen, but

smiled. " Yes, I did. I tried hunting and tracking

he was shocked to discover he could see well

he slept too low on a branch. I found Anyas

in the dark. Vladimir sniffed the air and found

nest where it was too high on the bank. I even

that he could smell everything from the river to

surprised Boris while he was trying to find

his own den, every detail of the day hidden in

earthworms in the ground. I

the scent. His ears pricked and he could hear

like being a wolf."Filippa was happy to hear he

the soft snores of his comrades as they slept.
He remembered how they had laughed at him

had done so well and invited him to breakfast,

before and decided he should show them his
newfound skills in person.

The next morning, Filippa found Vladimir
happily trotting through the forest and quickly

I said?" For the first time, Vladimir actually
through the night. I caught Sergei unawares as

think I rather

but Vladimir declined. " I' m actually rather
full, thanks. Maybe I can come by tomorrow
for dinner' With a cheerful yip of laughter,
Vladimir made his way home and vowed to
never be anything but a wolf ever again,

caught up to him." Did you try being a wolf like

y`

y

Flight
POORAN LASHINI
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